THE  THRESHOLD OF THE PACIFIC :   an Account of
the Social Organization^ Magic, and Religion of the People
of San Cristoval in the Solomon Islands
By C. E. FOX, Lirr.D.   Preface by professor G. elliot smith.
With 14 plates and 40 text illustrations, i8s. net.
" A masterpiece. One of the very best contributions to ethnology we possess.
It has, besides its intrinsic value as a masterly record of savage life, also an in- "
direct one ; it is a remarkable testimony to the indispensable need of scientific
method for the observer. His account of magical ritual and spells will become
a classical source for students. The account of the life-history of the individual
is depicted with a clearness and fulness unrivalled in ethnographic literature
. . . " — 'Times Literary Supplement.
LANGUAGE :  a Linguistic Introduction to History
By J. VENDRYES, Professor in the University of Paris
,      Second impression.    i6s. net.
" A book remarkable for its erudition and equally remarkable for originality
and independence of thought." — Sunday Times.
" As an introduction to philology this volume is a splendid piece of haute
vulgarisation, for which anyone who at all loves words or who is at all curious
about language, must be grateful. It covers nearly all the ground from every
useful angle. A wide, level-headed and erudite study."
A GEOGRAPHICAL INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY
By LUCIEN FEBVRE, Professor in the University of Strasburg.
Second impression.    With 7 maps, i6s. net.
" A masterpiece of criticism, as witty as it is well-informed, and teeming with
nice observations and delicate turns of argument and phrase."
Times Literary Supplement,
"A broad, clear-headed introduction to the fascinating study of human
geography. It is much more than a text-book for the student : it is a work
that anyone with no knowledge of geography can read with avidity, for it is the
greatest of pleasures to watch the clear logical thought of the writer rapidly
treating with masterly power these great and important topics*" — Nation -
THE   HISTORY   AND   LITERATURE   OF
CHRISTIANITY; from lertullian to Boethiw
By  PIERRE DE  LABRIQLLE,  Professor  of Literature  at the*
University of Poitiers,   Foreword by cardinal gasqxjet.
253; net.
M A masterly volume.   A scholar of the finest accomplishment^ an enthusiast ]
for his subject, and himself an artist in letters, he has produced a book cojnpre-' ,
hensive and authoritative, and also a joy to read from the first page to Ihe last."'   „
Universe,
** This interesting and valuable book."—W, L, courtney, in jtyrify 7>^4***C
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